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Cancer of the large bowel organ is considered to be the third most common cancer in both men 
and women, as wascause of cancer related death. The Figure 1 below is an estimation of what is to 
be expected in the United States in 2014, for all common cancer types.
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LMHS REGISTRY CASES
In Lima Memorial Health System (LMHS) tumor registry the observation in 2011 for cancer cases is:

Figure 2. Lima Memorial Health System(LMHS) 2012



INCIDENCE OF CANCERS
Nationally the observance for incidence of cancer cases over the years 1975 thru 2010 is illustrated 
in Figure 3. There has been a steady decrease in Colorectal(large bowel) cases since 1985. 
A large part is attributed to education of the United States population to change dietary habits and 
screening programs to detect and manage pre-cancerous polyps.

SCREENING: There are basically two main organizations that provide guidelines on screening 
for colon cancer.They are very similar. Detailed information can be found at www.cancer.org. In 
March 2008, the American Cancer Society, the U.S. Multi-Society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer, 
and the American College of Radiology released a consensus guideline for colorectal cancer 
screening. In October 2008 the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (2) also updated their screening 
recommendations, complimenting each other. The various risk factors listed at www.cancer.org will 
require  subjects to be more aggressively screened.

SYMPTOMS: Colon Cancer’s consistant symptom is blood in stool. So far 20-30 percent subjects 
will present with this. Most cases are picked up by screening methods.



TREATMENT: Treatment of colon cancer relies heavily on surgery. Resection of the affected 
bowel with ample margins with the taking of adequate number of local lymph nodes is the 
aim. Chemotherapy is the next mainstay of treatment, that is used according to the National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines. Radiation Therapy is used less than
Surgery and Chemotherapy.

STAGE OF COLON CANCER: The next graph and table compares Staging of Colon cancer at LMHS 
to Ohio.

STATUS OF COLON CASES SEEN AND MANAGED AT LMHS IN 2012:
Total analytic cases 31, of which pure colon were 29, of which 22 alive, 8 expired.


